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CIVIL FALSE CLAIMS ACT:  Supreme Court 
Struggles To Interpret Statute of Limitations 
Provision in “Terribly-Drafted” False Claims Act 

Introduction 

The Supreme Court’s oral argument in Cochise Consultancy, Inc. v. United States ex rel. Hunt, No. 18-

315, was punctuated by expressions of frustration by justices seeking to determine whether qui tam 

relators can take advantage of the ten-year period of repose in section 3731(b)(2) of the False Claims Act 

(“FCA”).  While we urge a healthy dose of caution to all who try to predict a Supreme Court outcome 

based on questions at oral argument, it seemed evident that several justices are reluctant to interpret the 

provision in a manner that would prevent section 3731(b)(2) from applying to relators. 

Among all of the outstanding and unresolved FCA legal questions—including constitutional challenges 

and pleading standards—it is curious that the Court chose this very narrow question, and one that does 

not appear to have widespread practical import, as the sole FCA case to decide this term.  As such, there 

was some expectation that the Court may have been interested in using this case as a vehicle to make 

broader FCA pronouncements.  But justices gave scant evidence of any such intent during the argument.  

And while Justice Alito mused openly that the statute was “terribly-drafted” and he would like to “grade 

whoever drafted it,” in the end the Court appears to have taken the case simply to resolve the clear circuit 

court conflict on the specific question of whether section 3731(b)(2) applies to a relator in a declined qui 

tam action and, if so, whose knowledge triggers the limitations period in that provision.1 

                                                      

1  The Fourth, Fifth, and Tenth Circuits have held that section 3731(b)(2) applies only to FCA actions brought by the 

United States and not to qui tam actions in which the government has declined to intervene.  See United States ex rel. 

Sanders v. N. Am. Bus Indus. Inc., 546 F.3d 288 (4th Cir. 2008); United States ex rel. Erskine v. Baker, 213 F.3d 638 

(5th Cir. 2000) (per curiam) (unpublished); United States ex rel. Sikkenga v. Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Utah, 

472 F.3d 702 (10th Cir. 2006).  The Third and Ninth Circuits hold the exact opposite:  qui tam relators may use the 

extended limitations period in section 3731(b)(2) even when the United States does not intervene, and that the 

limitations period is triggered by the relator’s knowledge of the alleged fraud.  See United States ex rel. Malloy v. 

Telephonics Corp. 68 F. App’x 270 (3d Cir. 2003); United States ex rel. Hyatt v. Northrop Corp., 91 F.3d 1211 (9th Cir. 

1996).  In the case now under review by the Supreme Court, the Eleventh Circuit partially aligned itself with the Ninth 

and Third Circuits, holding that relators may invoke section 3731(b)(2) in declined cases.  However, the Eleventh Circuit 

rejected the Ninth Circuit’s holding that the relator’s knowledge triggered the limitations clock, ruling instead that the 

government’s knowledge does so.  See United States ex rel. Hunt v. Cochise Consultancy, Inc., 887 F.3d 1081 (11th 

Cir. 2018).  See also FraudMail Alert No. 18-04-17, Eleventh Circuit Decision Deepens Circuit Split over Alternative 

FCA Statute of Limitations Provision (Apr. 17, 2018), 

https://www.friedfrank.com/siteFiles/Publications/FFFraudMailHuntvCochise041718.pdf. 

http://www.friedfrank.com/index.cfm?pageID=28&aID=9
https://www.friedfrank.com/siteFiles/Publications/FFFraudMailHuntvCochise041718.pdf
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FCA Section 3731(b) 

Prior to 1986, the False Claims Act had a single statute of limitations that required an action to be 

commenced within six years of the alleged fraud.  In 1986, Congress added an alternative (and extended) 

limitations period that allowed suit to be brought up to ten years after the violation in certain limited 

circumstances.  See False Claims Amendments Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-562, § 5, 100 Stat. 3158.  

Thus, for the last 33 years, section 3731(b) of the FCA has provided: 

A civil action under section 3730 may not be brought— 

(1) more than 6 years after the date on which the violation of [the False Claims Act] is committed, or 

(2) more than 3 years after the date when facts material to the right of action are known or 

reasonably should have been known by the official of the United States charged with 

responsibility to act in the circumstances, but in no event more than 10 years after the date on 

which the violation is committed, 

whichever occurs last. 

The application of the six-year limitations period in section 3731(b)(1) is straightforward and has 

engendered very little dispute as to its application.  On the other hand, the application of section 

3731(b)(2)’s limitations period (or more accurately, period of repose) has not been so clear, since 

questions have arisen as to whether it was meant to apply to actions brought by qui tam relators and 

whose “knowledge” counts to trigger the three-year tolling. 

The Oral Argument in Cochise 

The initial questioning of counsel for Cochise, the petitioner, focused on what some justices viewed to be 

the seemingly dispositive introductory passage of section 3731(b), wherein Congress specified that both 

subsections applied to “a civil action under section 3730.”  Justice Gorsuch asked how the Court could 

ascribe different meaning to this language for purposes of subsection (b)(1)—where it applies to 

government and relator actions alike—while at the same time limiting its meaning in subsection (b)(2).  

Justice Kavanaugh expressed skepticism as to how that prefatory language could be considered 

ambiguous. 

The response was direct.  Counsel argued that the different outcomes could be squared—and not 

ambiguous—if the Court simply viewed the language as “imprecise” in that Congress sometimes used 

this “civil action under section 3730” language to mean all actions, and sometimes just a subset of all 

actions.  Counsel pointed to the Supreme Court’s analysis in Graham County Soil & Water Conservation 

District v. United States ex rel. Wilson, 545 U.S. 409 (2005), where the Court ruled that “[a] civil action 

under section 3730” did not include retaliation actions brought under section 3730(h).  Other guideposts 

include that Congress drew the text of section 3731(b)(2) from 18 U.S.C. § 2416(c), a tolling provision 

that applies only to claims filed by the United States, and that common law default rules delay the running 

of statutes of limitations until the “facts are, or should have been, discovered by the plaintiff,” not a third 

party, a finding the Supreme Court adopted in in Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC v. Simmonds, 566 

U.S. 221, 227 (2012).  Justice Ginsburg observed that Graham County was not as on point as petitioner 

suggested. 

The justices also considered the statute of limitations provisions in the context of the FCA’s unique dual 

enforcement mechanisms.  Justice Kagan asked why intervention matters when the tolling provision 

makes no mention of it, and why, under the relator’s proposed interpretation, a relator should receive a 
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longer statute of limitations period than the government in some circumstances.  Justice Alito asked why 

the limitations period is extended when the government discovers the material facts more than six years 

after the conduct, but not when it has known about the conduct for more than six years after it occurred, 

and noted that Congress could have enacted a ten-year limitations period for everyone instead of the two 

limitations periods at issue, but did not do so.  Justice Sotomayor seemingly agreed with Justice Alito’s 

“terrible drafting” assessment—remarking that “it’s poorly written”—and asked why Congress did not 

reference the Attorney General instead of the more ambiguous reference to the “official of the United 

States charged with responsibility to act.” 

The Court, when questioning both relator’s counsel and the Solicitor General, did not appear to display 

the same amount of skepticism to their justifications for allowing section 3731(b)(2) to apply to relators in 

declined cases.  Notably, the justices did not offer any remarks when told by petitioner’s counsel that the 

relator had not come forward earlier (i.e., within six years) because he was overseas and later had been 

arrested.  Nor did the justices comment when told repeatedly (and incorrectly) that the United States has 

the unfettered ability to intervene in an action at any stage of the proceeding. 

In rebuttal, petitioner’s counsel noted that petitioner’s “alternative” argument is that if a non-intervened 

relator action does fall within the purview of section 3731(b)(2) because the relator is acting as a 

representative of the United States (which will receive the bulk of the recovery), then it stands to reason 

that, in non-intervened cases, the relator’s “knowledge” should control for purposes of that section.  This 

comment, too, brought skepticism from the justices, including Justice Ginsberg, who pointedly noted that 

“‘[a]gent’ is a different word than ‘official,’” which is the term found in section 3730(b)(2). 

Whichever way the Court rules on this question, it is not likely to have substantial import to everyday FCA 

practice, as the scenario in Cochise—where a relator waits until year seven, eight, nine, or ten to bring 

suit and the government declines to intervene—is not common.  Indeed, there are strong financial 

incentives for relators to bring their actions as early as possible, lest they face “first-to-file” or “public 

disclosure” obstacles, or diminution of their share of any recovery for having delayed coming forward.  

Relator’s counsel advanced this argument using the unusual (at least in Supreme Court parlance) 

analogy that such a relator gamble would be “like taking a lottery ticket and dropping it in the toilet.” 

Notwithstanding the narrow FCA question before it, and the limited breadth of the issues discussed at oral 

argument, there is some prospect that the Court’s pronouncement will have greater significance, as has 

been the case with some prior FCA decisions on seemingly discrete topics.  One topic where the Court’s 

language may be meaningful in future cases concerns the ongoing lower court debate over whether the 

“official with responsibility to act” in 3731(b)(2) is limited to the Attorney General and Department of 

Justice employees who have the ability to file FCA suits or is meant to extend to other government 

representatives with responsibility to investigate, report, and otherwise act upon potential fraud, including 

various agency inspector generals. 

* * * 
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